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Abstract  

One of the most remarkable developments in recent phonological theory is 
the interface between phrasal phonology and the rest of grammar. The 
syntax-phonology interface is a growing field of inquiry that has been 
dominated by two questions (i) what aspects of syntax can be accessed by 
phonology and (ii) in what form is this syntax made available to the 
phonology?  
In this paper, we examine the Ìgbò language case where the prosodic 
domains appear to be conditioned by the syntax. Data were drawn from 
Standard Ìgbò. The study reveals that Ìgbò numerals, demonstratives, 
preposition and pronominal modifiers are conditioned by syntax-phonology 
interface. Tonal changes in a noun + numeral associative construction 
express ordinal meaning. The study also reveals that the tones of the 
demonstratives are dependent on the tones of the relative clause marker in 
the syntactic collocation. This work goes further to show that syntax, 
semantics and phonology are interwoven. 

 

Conventions 
 
S  - Syllabic 

H  - High Tone 

Unmarked - High Tone 

L  - Low Tone 

`Ѕ  - Low tone 

S  - Downstepped High Tone 

D  - Downstepped High Tone 

Š  - Rising glide tone 

Ŝ  - Falling glide tone 

             - ‘is realized as’ 

  - ‘is a realization of’ 

/    /  - Phonemic slashes 

[    ]  - Phonetic brackets 

_  - Syllable boundary 

+  - Word boundary 
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Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Numerals 
Numerals following nouns behave like nouns in second position in the associative 

construction. However, when a noun whose final syllable has a low tone is followed by a numeral 
whose initial syllable is low, both noun and numeral retain their inherent tones when cardinal meaning 
is required. This is illustrated in examples (1a) and (1b) below: 

 
 Noun  Numeral 
1a. ìtè + àtọ  ìtè     àtọ 
 L-L + L-H  L-L   L-H   
 ‘pot’  ‘three’  ‘three pots’ 
   b. akwà   + ànọ  akwà   ànọ 
 H-L + L-H  H-L    L- H   
 ‘cloth’  ‘four’  ‘four clothes’ 
 
c. ìtè + àtọ  ìtֿe      atọ 
 L-L + L-H  L-D   D-H     
 ‘pot’  ‘three’  ‘three pots’ 
 
d. akwà   + ànọ  akwֿa   ֿanọ 
 H-L + L-H  H-D     D-H   
 ‘cloth’  ‘four’  ‘forth cloth’ 
 

On the other hand, examples (1c) and (1d) above illustrate ordinal meaning. 
In (1a) and (1b) above, the low tones of the last vowel of the noun / ìté/ and the first vowel of the 
numeral /àtọ/ remain unchanged to show cardinal meaning, different from ordinal meaning. 

In (1c) and (1d) above the low tone of the last vowel on the noun changes to a downstep tone / 
ìtֿe / and the low tone of the first vowel of the numeral also changes to a down step tone. These tonal 
changes express ordinal meaning in the associative constructions. 
 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Adjectives Include the Following: 
2a. ajọ  ‘bad’ 
 H-H 
   
b. ọma  ‘good’ 
 H-H 
  c. ò ̩cha  ‘white’ 
 L-H 
  d. ojiī  ‘black’ 
 H-HD 
  e. ukwu  ‘big’ 
 H- H 
‘ajọ’ comes before the nominal it modifies. All the other adjectives come after nominals they modify. 
When used with nominals, neither the adjectives nor the nominals undergo tonal changes. Examples 
are below: 
 Nominal Adjective 
3a. ajọ + ihe  ajọ  ihe 
 H-H + H-H  H-HH-H 
 bad + thing  ‘bad thing’ 
   
b. o mèrè  ajọ    ihe.    ‘he did a bad thing’. 
  H-H H-H  
 c. ihe    +   ọma   ihe  ọma 
 H-H  +   H-H   H-HH-H 
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 thing +   good             ‘good thing’. 
 
 d. o mèrè ihe ọma    ‘he did a good thing.’ 
            H-H  H-H 
 he did thing good 
 
e. ihe    +  ukwu   ihe  ukwu 
 H-H  +  H-H   H-H  H-H 
 thing   big   ‘big thing’. 
f. o mèrè ihe ukwu  ‘he/she did a big thing’. 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of  Ìgbò Demonstratives 
Demonstratives in Ìgbò are: 
4a. à  ‘this’ 
 L 
   
b. ahù  ‘that’ 
           H- L 
When used with nominals, demonstratives retain their inherent tones. 
Examples are: 
 Nominal Demonstrative 
5a. ụlò ̩  + à  ụlō  à   ‘this house’ 
 H-L  + L  H-D L 
 house   +      this 
   b. ụlò ̩     +   ahù ̩           ụlò̩    ahù ̩    ‘that house’ 
  H-L +   H-L                       H-L   H-L 

house  +  that 
 

In sentences (5c) and (5d) below: 
  c. ụlō  à   bùrù   ibù.      ‘this house is big’. 
 H-DL 
 house this is big 
  d. ụlò ̩    ahù ̩  bùrù  ibù. ‘that house is big’ 
 H-L   H-L 
 house that is big 

 
However, when demonstratives are followed by relative causes, they change their tones 

according to that of the relative clause marker dī ‘which’. This is illustrated in examples (6a-d) below: 
 
6a. ụlò  + à    + dī         ụlò   ā   dī 
   L    + D         D    D 
 house this which       ‘this house which is’ 
 
  b. ụlò    +    ahù̦   +  dī          ụlò ahụ̄    dī 
     H-L    +   D                      H-D      D 
 house that which is           ‘that house which is’  
   
 c. ụlò  +  ahù̦     +  dī  njọ            ụlò   ahụ̄    dī   njọ 
                          H-L      +  D                    H-D  D    
 house that which is bad         ‘that house which is bad’  
  d. ụlò    + ahù̦   dī   mmֿa               ụlò   + ahụ̄    dī  mmֿa 
      H-L   D               H-D    D 
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house that which is good   ‘that house which is good’ 
  

The low tone of the demonstrative is assimilated to the downstep tone of the relative clause 
marker. Tonal assimilation therefore the product of the syntax-phonology interfaces in the 
demonstrative-relative clause syntactic collocation. 
 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Quantifiers.  
Quantifiers identified in Ìgbò are: 
 
dùm     ‘all’ 
niile   ‘all of them’ 
 
When used with nominals, quantifiers retain their inherent tones. 
Examples: 
7a. ha +     dùm +   bì  +  nà   Ìbadàn 
 they all  live in Ibadan 
 ‘they all  live in Ibadan’ 
  
b. ha + niile  +  bì   +  nà   Ìbadàn 
 they all of them live in Ibadan 
 ‘all of them live in Ibadan’ 
 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Pronominal Modifiers  
Six pronominal modifiers in Ìgbò are: 
    Singular   Plural 
1st Person   m ‘my’  ànyị     ‘our’ 
    H   L-H 
2nd Person   gị   ‘you (sg.)’ ụnù       ‘you (pl.)’ 
      H   H-L 
 
3rd Person   ya  ‘he/she’  ha  ‘they’ 
     H     H 
 

The Low-High disyllabic pronominal modifier ànyi ‘our’, when used in possessive phrases 
(i.e. noun + pronominal modifier) always changes its inherent tones. The following examples (8a & b) 
illustrate this: 
 
8a. ụlò ̩ + ànyị    ụlō̩    ānyị 
 H-L  L-H    H-D D-H 
        ‘our house’ 
 
b. ụlò ̦   +  ànyị   + nà  +Lagos   ụlō̩   ānyị  nà  Lagos  
 H-L      L-H     H-D D-H 
 Lagos our in Lagos 

 
The High tone monosyllabic pronominal modifiers retain their inherent tones as shown in 

examples (8c – h) below: 
c. ụlò ̩ + m  ụlò ̩ m 
   H                          H 
 house   my  ‘my house’ 
 
d. ụlò  m  + dị     mmā  ụlò  m  dị    mmā 
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       H          H 
 
 house my is good  ‘my house is good’ 
 
e. ụlò ̦   +  gị   ụlò ̦  gị   buru ibὺ 
              H           H 
 house your   ‘your house house is bίg’ 
f. ụlò ̦   + gị    bùrù   ibù ụlò ̦   gị   bùrù  ibù 
     H            H 
 your house is big   ‘your house is big’ 
 
g. àlà  +  m   àlà m 
                      H                                     H 
 land my            ‘my land’ 
 
h. àlà   +  m  nà  Ìbàdàn            àlà  m  nà  Ìbàdàn 
                        H                                               H 
 land my in Ibadan   ‘my land in Ibadan’ 
 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Preposition  

Emenanjo (1978) claims that, there is only one preposition in Ìgbò na ‘in/at/on’. In usage, this 
preposition has three different forms depending on the initial segment with which the following word 
begins, thus: 
(i) If the following word begins with a vowel, the vowel of the preposition has the same quality 

and tone as the immediate following vowel: 
 
9a. na + àzụ  nà   àzụ 
   L-H  L      L 
 ‘in/at’         ‘back’ ‘in /at the back’ 
 

In example (9a) above, the inherent high tone of the preposition na changes to a low tone 
because it follows a vowel that begins with a low tone. 
 

(ii) If the following word begins with a syllabic nasal, the vowel of the preposition has a low tone if the 
syllabic nasal has a low tone and high tone if the syllabic nasal has a high tone: 
 
10a. na +        mbà   na    mbà 
   H-L     H     H-L 
 ‘in’      ‘foreign land’  ‘in foreign land’ 
 
b. na +    ǹgàzì  nà   +   ǹgàzì 
         L-L-L    L  L-L-L 
 ‘in’     ‘spoon’  ‘in the spoon’ 
 
c. na + mbọ  na  mbọ 
   H-H    H  H-H 
 ‘in’  ‘fingernail’ ‘in the fingernail’ 
 
d. na +   nkwụ  na  nkwụ 
       H –H    H H-  H 
 ‘on’     ‘palm tree’  ‘on the palm tree’ 
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As examples (10a-d) show, when the preposition precedes a syllabic nasal with a low tone, 
the high tone of its vowel changes to a low tone in the syntactic construction. Again, if the syllabic 
nasal has a high tone, the inherent high tone of the vowel of the preposition is retained. 
 
Syntax-Phonology Interface in the Features of Ìgbò Conjunctions 
The following conjunctions have been identified in Ìgbò. 
 
11a. kà ‘like, as, when, so that’. 
  b. nà ‘and, that, 
  c. tupu ‘before’ 
   
In syntactic constructions, the lexical tones of the conjunctions are always retained invariably. 
Examples: 
 
12a. Obì  rìrì ji  nà    edè 
 Obì eat-past yam and cocoyam 
 ‘Obì ate yam and cocoyam’. 
  

   b. O  chèrè   ha   kà  ha bịa. 
 he wait-past them that they come 
 ‘He waited for them to come’. 
 c. Ọ  bìàrà  kà   ha  hụ   ya. 
 he come-past so that they see him 
 ‘He came for them to see him’. 
 
 d. Àda   pụrụ  tupu  hà    àbịa. 
 Àda leave (past) before they come 
 ‘Àda left before they came’. 
In sentences (12a-d) above, the lexical tones of the conjuncts remain invariably retained. 
 
Summary  

The paper investigated the interface of syntax and phonology in Ìgbò. Some Ìgbò parts of 
speech, namely, numerals, adjectives, demonstratives, quantifiers, pronominal modifiers, preposition 
and conjunctions were used as case study. The study revealed that Ìgbò numerals, demonstratives, 
preposition and pronominal modifiers are conditioned by syntax-phonology interface. 
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